SSL CERTIFICATION

Offering clients additional peace of mind
Did you ever have a client ask if your
MR Web site is SSL-certified?
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a common protocol used for
managing secure exchanges of information over the Internet.
It’s commonly used for e-commerce to protect your sensitive personal information when purchasing through an online
store. You can usually tell that a site is secured this way
because the web address will begin with “https” instead of
“http,” and a gold lock icon is displayed somewhere on the
browser frame.
MR Web data is protected and passwords are encrypted, but
if a client makes it a requirement that you additionally apply
an SSL certificate to your site, you can now offer them the
assurance of trusted third-party validation of your MR Web
site.
Adding an SSL certificate to your site yourself and maintaining it could cost from a couple of hundred dollars to over a
thousand dollars annually. Plus the less expensive certificates
don’t have any name recognition, so you might have to go
with a more expensive brand, such as Verisign, to appease
your clients.

A simple, convenient solution
For MR Web subscribers, however, we now include top quality SSL certification. With this certification, you automatically get trusted third-party validation of your MR Web
site identity by Comodo, whose SSL certificates are trusted
by 99.3% of all web browsers.

This new feature is automatically included in MR Web.
Most lawyers won’t ask for this additional security, but some
firms, especially those with their own IT department, might.
With our secure site feature, you can quickly satisfy this
requirement, assuring all of your clients that their transcripts,
repository and other online information is on an SSL-certified site.

Automatically included
SSL certification is included in every MR Web site. You
don’t have to do anything.
If you have any questions about SSL certification or MR
Web, contact MR Sales.
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NOTE: MR Web 8 requires MR8 office management software to operate, which is available as a stand-alone product by subscription.
Visit our website, www.omti.com, to learn more.

MetaRecords firm software and services, which includes MR8 office management software for legal support firms and
MR Web 8 online offices, are developed and produced by OMTI, Inc., a privately held corporation. For more information,
visit www.omti.com.
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